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INVENTION
IS HAPPENING
HERE
Invention in the largest sense is fueled by more than necessity. It feeds

on creative energy. It consumes the brightest minds. The creation of new
ideas, new products and new ways of doing things is why KAUST exists.
Not just a world class university but a powerful community of people
focused on helping move humanity’s collective understanding forward—
in science, in engineering and in the process of invention through-out
humanity challenges of water, food, environment, and energy.

Invention as a creative process, needs fresh ideas and bold thinking. We

began the Enrichment Programs as a way to draw our faculty, students,
staff, partners, collaborators and community members at large out of
their daily routines and into a curated program of expansive thinking.
It is not only a dream but a wonderful reality. This is immersive, jarring,
enlightening, challenging and focused work. These programs make
improbable meetings happen. They shove great ideas into the spotlight
and inspire others to aim much higher. This is the food of ingenuity.

Historically, invention has happened out of sight, secreted away in

the lab, behind closed doors. At KAUST we are changing that equation.
We’ve learned it takes a community to create genuinely new ideas. Every
great inventor has a community that inspired and willed him or her to
greatness. With the Enrichment Programs we aim to focus the lens of
our mission. For two weeks we put aside routine and ask foundational
questions. We probe the limits of our understanding. And we support
the kind of directed learning that empowers curious minds to make new
things.

In our 9th year, we have seen great things come from the Enrichment

Programs—we’ve fostered new collaborations, launched startups, and
inspired new areas of inquiry. Join us. Be part of this moment in history.
Allow yourself to be enlightened, inspired and enriched.
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ABOUT KAUST ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
Three times annually KAUST sets aside time to benefit from the
knowledge of world-renowned leaders in science, education, culture
and business. These three programs—Winter Enrichment Program,
Enrichment in the Spring and Fall—aim to enrich KAUST students,
faculty and community members, the greater Saudi community and
invited guests from around the world.

James Calvin
Vice President for Academic Affairs

WEP 2018

Since

opening its doors in 2009, King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST) aspires to be a destination for scientific and technological
education and research. By inspiring discoveries to address global challenges, we
strive to serve as a beacon of knowledge that bridges people and cultures for the
betterment of humanity. We are a catalyst for innovation, economic development
and social prosperity in Saudi Arabia and the world.
The University endeavours to enhance the welfare of society with a special focus
on four areas of global significance-food, water, energy and the environment.
KAUST has attracted top-notch faculty and staff from all over the world. This high
level of diversity is also reflected by the student body, with more than 60 nations
represented on campus.
Under the umbrella of Academic Affairs, the Office of the Enrichment Programs
began producing and coordinating in 2010 the Winter Enrichment Program (WEP),
led by Marie-Laure Boulot. WEP takes place during an interlude in the academic
semester in January when courses are not offered. Students are required to stay on
campus and engage in WEP activities as part of their credit-bearing responsibilities.
The resulting mix of people from the community and campus helps to create a lively
and engaged audience for all our events.
KAUST invites organizations to engage in beneficial partnerships through unique
Sponsorship opportunities in liaison with University Development, whose mission
is to foster relationships with donors to secure the private support necessary to
sustain the excellence of the University’s academic, research and student programs.
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WEP CHAIRS

DAVID KEYES
2010 & 2015

Director, Extreme Computing
Research Center

WILLIAM ROBERTS
2014

Director, Clean Combustion
Research Center

ALYN ROCKWOOD
2011 & 2012

SUZANA NUNES
2013

Associate Director, Geometric
Modeling and Scientific
Visualization Research Center

Associate Dean, Biologal and
Environmental Science &
Engineering Division

MARK TESTER
2016

GILLES LUBINEAU
2017

Professor, Plant Science Center
for Desert Agriculture

Professor,
Mechanical Engineering

WEP 2018

Marie-Laure Boulot
Manager, Office of Enrichment Programs

Marie-Laure Boulot is the manager of Enrichment Programs at KAUST. Starting with the

inaugural 2010 Winter Enrichment Program, Marie-Laure has successfully spearheaded the
development and expansion of the University’s Enrichment Programs.
In this role, Marie-Laure sets strategy, oversees program development and positions the
University’s Enrichment Programs in Saudi Arabia and in the world. She provides graduate
and visiting students, staff, faculty and community members experiences that open their
minds, transform the way they think, expand their knowledge and stimulate their creativity.
WEP OPPORTUNITIES
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JANUARY 14 - 25

2018 THEME

HUMAN-MACHINE
FUTURE
WEP 2018

The 2018 Winter Enrichment Program (WEP) will have the theme of “Human-Machine Future”
and it will particularly focus on the following three broadly defined topics:
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Sensing (by humans and/or machines)
Networks (of various kinds, including chemical, biological, power, communication, computer,
transportation and social)
Data (machine and/or sensor generated)
We will also explore how rapid developments in related fields are shaping a new future for
both humans and machines.

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

Omar Knio

Chair, 2018 Enrichment Programs

Omar Knio is a professor of Applied Mathematics and Computational Science in
the University’s Computer, Electrical and Mathematical Science and Engineering
Division. Knio’s research interests include uncertainty quantification, Bayesian
inference, computational fluid mechanics, combustion, oceanic and atmospheric
flows, turbulent flow, physical acoustics, energetic materials, microfluidic devices,
dynamical systems, asymptotic techniques, multi-resolution methods, highperformance computing, optimization under uncertainty, and data-enabled
predictive science.

How we choose the theme

The Chair also guarantees the program is of high scientific and educative value.
Some of the previous themes:
International Year of Chemistry
International Year of Light
Pulse Food
Sustainability and Climate Change
Big Marine Animals
Food for All
Pushing the Limits: Challenging Engineering & Science
Pioneers

WEP 2018

In line with KAUST mission to be a source of inspiration and innovative thinking
for aspiring scientists, academics, scholars, and entrepreneurs, both nationally
and internationally, the Chair of the program, together with the Enrichment Office,
strives to choose a stimulating theme that opens new perspectives to the future.
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In-Kingdom & international speakers

From Bedouin boy to oil minister:
the journey of H.E.Ali Al-Naimi
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“

By Caitlin Clark

When people ask me what the secret of
my success is, I tell them there is no secretit all comes down to hard work. My advice to
all of you here is to work hard.”

-H.E.Ali Ibrahim Al-Naimi, chairman of the KAUST
board of trustees and former Saudi minister of
petroleum and mineral resources
In April 1944, the then American-owned
compary Aramco(later Saudi Aramoo)
opened the Jabal School, the first
company school, in Dhahran, in Saudi
Arabia’s Eastem Province.Established to
help educate boys under 18, by the mid1940s,the school found itself with one of
Saudi Arabia’s most famous future figures
as a pupil. The student was Ali Ibrahim AlNaimi, a 9-year-old illiterate Bedouin boy.

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

He would later become president and CEO
of Saudi Aramco an, in 1995, Saudi Arabia’s
minister of petroleum and mineral rescources.
His Excellency Al-Naimi also serves as chairman
of the KAUST board of trustees, and has been a
part of the University its beginnings.

Studying in the “university of life“
“I was born in 1935 in the Eastem Province,
and the only education on offer then was in the
university of life.” Al-Naimi told an audience of
KAUST faculty, students, staff and community
members at a 2017 Winter Enrichment Program
(WEP) keynote lecture on January 8. There he
discussed his recent autobiography”Out of the
Desert: My Joumey from Nomadic Bedouin to
the Heait of Global Oil.”

Governor of the Saudi
Arabian General
Investment Authority
(SAGIA)

Lubna Olayan

CEO, Olayan Financing
Company

Khalid Al-Falih

Saudi Arabian Minister
of Energy, Industry and
Mineral Resources.
Chairman of the Board at
Saudi Aramco.

IN-KINGDOM
SPEAKERS

In-Kingdom & international speakers

H. E. Eng. Abdullatif Al
Othman

KEYNOTE
LECTURES
SERIES

Rami Abu Ghazaleh
CEO, Al Baik Food
Systems Company

WEP OPPORTUNITIES
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The right space and time
By Meres J. Weche
(Caltech)

1977 was also the year when Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 were

physicist Edward C. Stone gave a keynote address on January

launched on September 5 and August 20, respectively. The

9 at KAUST as part of the eighth annual Winter Enrichment

Voyager missions went to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune

Program (WEP). As the project scientist for NASA’s unmanned

from 1977 to 1989.

Voyager Mission since 1972 at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

“After that, we continued on what’s called the Voyager

(JPL), Stone shared insights into his career and the evolution

Interstellar mission hoping to get outside the bubble the sun

of space exploration.

created around itself. That happened in 2012. Voyager 1 is

Renowned

California

Institute

of

Technology

now in interstellar space, the space between the stars,” Stone
As a graduate student at the University of Chicago during the
1950s, Stone was originally focused on becoming a nuclear
physicist, but as the Space Age dawned with the launch of
Sputnik in 1957, he found a new calling.

added.

Dimming messages
An engineering challenge
Another consideration when planning the deployment of the

“Fortunately, I was there at the beginning, and I was able to

Voyager crafts was how to power them. Solar energy wasn’t an

build an instrument to launch into space in 1961, and then from

option because the sun’s rays become much too dim once the

that I moved to Caltech, where I’ve been now for over 50 years,”

Voyagers get very far away from the sun. Instead, the natural

Stone said.

radioactive decay of plutonium-238, which creates heat used
as a source of energy, was used. Because of its radioactive

He originally joined Caltech as a researcher and became a full

decay, it means that there is less and less energy to power the

faculty member in 1967. In 1972, Stone became the project

craft with each passing year.

scientist for JPL’s Voyager Mission, which is run by Caltech.
Stone was also the director of JPL from 1991 to 2001.

An engineering challenge
for the ages
In-Kingdom & international speakers

The Voyager missions (1 and 2) were the first fully automated
and totally computer-controlled spacecrafts. Astonishingly,
their computers have around 4,000 words of memory—
minuscule by today’s standards.
“Your smartphone has 240,000 times more memory than all
the computers that the Voyager crafts have,” he told the WEP
audience.
With the technology of the time, Ed Stone’s Voyager team
aimed to coordinate a scientific study of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune. A clever solution to achieve this engineering feat
came from an unlikely source. In 1965, a Caltech graduate
student who was working at JPL for the summer was given the
task of looking for opportunities for a craft to fly by a planet.
“It turned out that what the research intern had discovered was
that in 1977, a spacecraft could fly by Jupiter, on to Saturn, on
to Uranus and then finally on to Neptune all in that order. Once
in every 176 years, they are all together on the same side of
the sun, so that became the urgency in creating a new kind of
spacecraft that could actually go this far and deep into space,”
Stone explained.

The JPL team turns off 4 watts at a time every year. Based on
this accumulated loss of 4 watts per year, it’s estimated they’ll
have enough electrical power to run for another 10 years with
the instruments JPL has. After that, it will become necessary to
turn off the instruments one-by-one. According to estimates
the will no longer hear transmissions from the Voyager crafts
around 2030.

Current learning and future hopes
During the course of their exploratory journey, the Voyager
crafts have revealed many exciting new findings.
“Time after time, our view of the solar system has expanded
since Voyager,” Stone said. “The first big surprise was that the
moon of Jupiter, called Io, has 10 times the volcanic activity of
Earth. Before that, the only known active volcanoes were on
Earth, and here was a small moon with 10 times as much. That
was a big surprise.”
Although the Voyagers will no longer be transmitting within
the next 15 years, they will continue in their journey. The JPL
team has inserted phonograph records known as the Voyager
Golden Records aboard both Voyager spacecrafts containing
selected sounds and images from Earth’s diverse cultures and
civilizations. Those records are intended for any intelligent
extraterrestrial life form that may one day find them.
“The big question is: Is there life out there? The impact of
finding microbial life elsewhere in the universe would be
enormous,” said Stone.
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KEYNOTE
LECTURES
SERIES
INTERNATIONAL
SPEAKERS

Prof. Kip Thorne

Physicist,
California Institute of
Technology

Prof. Cedric Villani

Mathematician, 2010
Fields Medal, Université
Claude Bernard Lyon 1,
Institut Henri-Poincaré

“Sometimes you have to ask crazy questions to generate brilliant ideas.”

Prof. Michel Hartmut
1962 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry

Dirk Ahlborn

Founder and CEO at
JumpStarter Inc, CEO
Hyperloop Transportation
Technologies,Inc

Dirk Ahlborn

CEO of Jumpstarter Inc.

“Becoming a better risk manager requires a lot of honesty with yourself. You must really assess the environment
Top climber and wingsuit flyer
around you and your place in it.”

Steph Davis

“The World is changing very fast now. If you look at what you will experience in your lifetime—if not in the next five
years—there will be significant changes in the world and for science and technology.”

Estelle Metayer

Entrepreneur, trend-spotter, expert in
Competitive and Strategic Intelligence

Christopher Fabian
11

“Data is very helpful and allows you to make decisions that you can’t make without it.” WEP OPPORTUNITIES

Co-leader of UNICEF’s Innovation Unit

MUST-SEE EVENTS
01 OPENING NIGHT

Must-see events & Kaust Live

To officially launch our program, we invite the KAUST community and in-Kingdom
guests to enjoy a keynote address followed by a special event.

02 SCIENCE FAIR & MAKER
FAIR

In our yearly fair researchers bring
science out of the labs and interact
with KAUST community members and
in-Kingdom schools in a lively day of
sharing and discovery.

03 FILM FESTIVAL IN

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Renowned scientists introduce and lead
discussions for a range of documentary
and fictional film screenings related to
the year’s theme.

04 BUSINESS LECTURE SERIES
This series of lunchtime lectures features a range of
inspiring in-Kingdom and regional business speakers
to discuss the trends and opportunities related to
business in Saudi Arabia and the international arena.

Dr. Khalid Al-Bahily
Director of SABIC
corporate R & D

05 ALUMNI

LECTURE SERIES

We celebrate the return of KAUST
alumni to campus with their
presentations.

06 INTERNATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE
POSTER COMPETITION

08 WEP HUB
The WEP Hub set at the University Library is
the beating heart of WEP with daily talk show,
art exhibits, creative activities, engineering
challenges, and informal meeting with
speakers.

07 FINAL GALA

To commemorate the end of WEP we hold a
final gala extravaganza. We use this night to
recognize our sponsors as well as the winners
of the poster competition, art competitions and
more. This is one of the biggest nights of the
year for the KAUST community.

Must-see events & Kaust Live

Over four years we have received more than 2,000 research
poster submissions, with 40 percent from Saudi students.
Each year the top three submissions are recognized during
an awards ceremony.

KAUST LIVE

KAUST LAUNCHED AN INTERVIEW FORMAT SHOW
LIVE. DURING THE ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS T
BROADCASTS LIVE INTERVIEWS TO BRING THE
COMMUNITY ONTO CAMPUS. WEP 2017 INTERVIE

Dr. Edward Stone

Project scientist, NASA
Voyager missions

Prof. Wei Shyy

EVP/Provost HKUST

Dr. Ayman Naguib

Qualcomm’s senior director of engineering

Prof. David Paredes
Must-see events & Kaust Live

Professor at Purdue University

Dirk Ahlborn

Founder and CEO at
JumpStarter Inc, CEO Hyperloop
Transportation Technologies,Inc

Theo Jansen

Creator of the Strandbeests

Yasser Joharji

CEO of Al-Nahdi Medical Company
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W CALLED KAUST
THE UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL
EWS INCLUDED:
Steph Davis

World-renowned rock climber and base jumper

Team from Cinematic Science

Dr. Cindy Lee van Dover

Ecologist and deep-sea diver

Chief of Science,
Cal Academy of Sciences

Dr. Martin Fischer

Head of design for team Groupama

Estelle Metayer

Must-see events & Kaust Live

Shannon Bennett

Entrepreneur and trendspotter

Dr. Adam Summers

Scientific consultant,”Finding Nemo”

WEP OPPORTUNITIES
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BE PART OF SOMETHING B

Be part of something big

Through its Enrichment Programs, KAUST continues to prove itself as the
catalyst of new ideas for science, engineering and innovation. We greatly
appreciate your support.
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OUR INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS
come from Caltech, UC Berkeley, MIT, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, NASA Langley, NYU School of Medicine, University of
Cambridge, CNRS, CEA, Imperial College London, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry,
James Cook University, University of Los Andes, UNICEF, INSA Lyon, Duke University,
Lund University, McGill University, Georgia Institute of Technology, University of
Athens, The University of Adelaide, Texas A&M University, University of Westminster,
Cornell University, CERN, American University of Beirut, The European Space Agency,
Kyoto University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, the National
University of Singapore, and more.

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

BIG

OUR IN-KINGDOM SPEAKERS

OUR IN-KINGDOM
ATTENDEES

115
EVENTS

BE SEEN
150+
SPEAKERS

14,000+
ATTENDEES

come from Alfaisal University, Dar
Al-Hekma University, Effat University,
KAU, KFUPM, KSU, Taibah University,
PNU, and PSU as well as Georgetown
University, Imperial College London,
Nottingham Trent University, the
University of Westminster and more.

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

Be part of something big

come from Saudi Aramco, SEDCO, SAGIA, ALJ, the Presidency of Meteorology and
Environment, the Dow corporation, SABIC, Schlumberger Middle East, Ma’aden Gold &
Base Metals Co., Al Baik Food Systems Company, Jarir Group, STC, Rawabi Holdings,
NESMA, Saudi Electricity Company, ACWA Power, Fakieh Group, Saudi Geological
Society, Umm Al Qura University, KFUPM, Taibah University, Binzagr Company, AlNahdi Medical Company, King Saud University, and more.
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INFLUENTIAL ONLINE
PRESENCE
Thanks to our compelling social media campaigns and strong online presence
on the most used platforms (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram), we
have created a network that goes far beyond the boundaries of KAUST. We utilize
the Enrichment website, the KAUST website and The Beacon–the University’s
monthly newspaper.

2.8 MILLION

1500

1000

500K

500K
1.4 MILLION

70K
INSTAGRAM
IMPRESSIONS

2000

TWITTER
IMPRESSIONS

2500

REACHED
IN 14-DAY PERIOD

3000

REACHED IN TOTAL FOR
THE WEP 2017

WEP 2017
SOCIAL MEDIA
STATISTICS:

KAUST
SOCIAL
CHANNELS
61K
27K
60K
7K
15K
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likes on Facebook
followers on Twitter
followers on LinkedIn
followers on Instagram
followers on Snapchat

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR VISIBILITY
As a sponsor, you will not only be visible to the KAUST community, but also to the
University’s social media followers, as well as in-Kingdom and international visitors
that join us during WEP. You will be featured on campus through varying forms of
promotional campaigns and printed materials and acknowledged during our opening
night, VIP luncheon, KAUST Live interviews, final gala and much more.

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

PRE-EVENT PROMOTION SEIZING THE MOMENT DYNAMIC FOLLOW UP

OCTOBERDECEMBER

During the program we
deliver a ton of engaging
content. Not only do our
official channels dedicate
their full efforts to live
coverage of the over 150 WEP
events, but our community of
research centers, divisions
and individual scientists like,
share and promote all of the
excitement.

FEBRUARYAPRIL
As the program tapers off,
the excitement continues
with six to eight weeks of
continued coverage, analysis,
promotion and engagement
with in-Kingdom and
international media. Our
invited speakers return to
their home institutions ready
to share what they have seen,
and they are engaged to do
so in directed ways through
continued social media
activity, print articles and
personal engagement and
sharing of content. We turn a
14 day event into months of
media activity and positive
engagement for all brands
involved.

WEP OPPORTUNITIES

Your visibility

Promotion begins in October
both locally and internationally.
We build a groundswell of
interest in WEP with features
in our monthly magazine The
Beacon. We generate timely,
multimedia content that
arouses viewers interest on
the diverse set of topics the
program will include. We deploy
our social media presence in
targeted, paid promotions to
bring our followers coming back
for more.

JANUARY
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CHOOSE YOUR OPPORT

Are you looking to reach a concentrated group of thought leaders, innovators, entrepreneurs
visibility online in a new way with greater impact? Let’s talk about how we can align our final

TOP-LINE EVENTS

01 KEYNOTES

align your brand with global experts

02 OPENING

AND FINAL GALA
be a part of the
excitement

03 BUSINESS LECTURES

Opportunities

elevate strategic thinking with your
brand presence

04 THE ALUMNI

LECTURE SERIES

catch early career
scientists in an
opening setting

LIVESTREAM OPPORTUNITIES

01 KAUST LIVE

02 SCI-CAFE

03 PANEL INTERVIEWS

talk to one of our journalists in position your expert alongside feature a group of your most
English or in Arabic
top academics
talented communicators

WEP IS AN ESTABLISHED BRAND THAT CONTINUES TO GROW RAPIDLY—

TUNITIES

s, and the many talents of an exceptional community? Do you need to generate
schedule with your unique needs.

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS

01 SCIENCE FAIR 02 MAKER FAIR

03 FILM FESTIVAL

help bright young minds
support the kind of exploration inspire viewers to reimagine
develop world-changing ideas that could unearth the next
and engage
great invention
We want to put your brand alongside world-renowned scientists, academics, authors and artists
as well as top leaders of in-Kingdom industry and higher education.

BE SEEN

02 BANNERS

Opportunities

01 BIG SCREEN/LED

grace the architecture
with your brand
messaging

join an exclusive set of timely
messages in unmissable locations

03 SOCIAL

feature, share and interact with a targeted S&T audience

—SECURE YOUR PLACE AMONG OUR TOP SPONSORS

04 PRESS

placement of English/Arabic
press releases in in-Kingdom
print publications

THANK YOU
TO ALL OUR PREVIOUS SPONSORS
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THE WINTER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY
THE OFFICE OF ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS.
TO TALK TO US ABOUT SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES, EMAIL US AT:

university.development@kaust.edu.sa
PHONE:+966 (0)12 808 3290
MOBILE: +966 (0)54 027 2550
VISIT OUR DEDICATED WEBSITE:
ENRICHMENT.KAUST.EDU.SA

